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RHE and PSHE 
 Body Image 

 Feelings 

 Emotions 

 Seeing stuff online 

 Changes 
 

IT 
 

 Multi Media Presentation skills: WWII  

Art/DT Projects 

 WW2 

Evacuee Sculpture: Anna Simms 

Literature  
 Rose Blanche 

 Anne Frank 

 Letters from the Lighthouse 

Associated Grammar 
 Semi colons and colons, descriptive lists 

 Cohesive devices 

 Parenthesis using brackets and dashes 

 Relative clauses 

 Apostrophes 

 Possessive pronouns 

 Commas for clarity 

 Expanded noun phrases 

 Semi- colons between clauses 

 Active and passive voice 

 Past progressive and past perfect 

 

Writing Pieces 
 Diary 

 Formal speech 

 Descriptive piece – air raid shelter 

 Balanced Argument  - Dunkirk 

 Letter 

 Character point of view 

 Non-chronological piece on WWII 
 

 
History Focus 

 Causes of WW2, countries involved  

 Events leading to Battle of Britain; was it a turning point? 

 Evacuation, Dunkirk, The Blitz (including Liverpool) 

 Life as an evacuee 
 
 
 
 

Science 

 Evolution and Inheritance: recognise that living things 
have changed over time and that fossils provide 
evidence; recognise that living things produce offspring 
of the same kind, but normally offspring vary and are not 
identical to their parents; identify how animals and 
plants are adapted to suit their environment in different 
ways and that adaptation may lead to evolution 

 Animals incl. humans: describe the functions of the 
heart, blood vessels and blood; recognise the impact of 
diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way their bodies 
function 

  

Music 

 Charanga: You’ve got a Friend 

 Wartime songs 

PE 
 Netball, gymnastics, dodgeball and badminton 

 

RE 
 The Mass 

 Jesus the Messiah 

Maths 
 Fraction computation all  operations 

 Fractions decimal and percentages – 
equivalence, converting, ordering 

 Percentages of amounts, missing 
percentages 

 Statistics – line, bar and pie graphs, 
calculating mean 

 Ratio language, link to fractions, calculating, 
scale factors, ratio and proportion problems 

 Converting metric units, calculating, m and 
km 

 Algebra: finding rules, forming expressions, 
substitution, formulae, pairs of values 

 Geometric properties, angles, missing 
angles,  

 Position and Direction on the 4 quadrant 
grid 
 


